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Return to Full Time In-Person Learning 

By Theo Y. 

In March, the MA  Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 
announced that Middle Schools would be returning to full t ime in person 
learning on April 28th. Oak Hill students were then given the option to change 
their learning model from either in-person learning to distance or from 
distance learning to in-person. Exactly a week ago, last Wednesday, the day 
finally arrived marking the first day of the change. 

Cohorts A and B were merged together in an in-person environment from 
8:00am to 2:35 pm. Those who remain in distance learning,  zoom into classes. 
There is no asynchronous work, and free grab and go lunches continue to be 
an option for students.

While the hours are the same, the school day couldn?t look more different. 
Although the 10-minute morning break time will continue, advisory will only 
meet 4 times a week for 15 minutes.  Administrators have also introduced a 
25-minute in-person lunch break which was very different from normal lunch.  Students sit 6 feet apart in 
the cafeteria and auditorium, or can be assigned to a specific classroom .

Although it?s exciting to be back, there are still many COVID-19 precautions in place. Individual desks have 
been added to the cafeteria to accommodate more students. Following the CDC?s guidelines, students will 
be sitting 3 feet apart in classrooms.  Students also continue to carry their backpacks from class to class, 
no lockers are provided. A new precaution that has been implemented is weekly covid pool testing. Every 
student takes a test swab at home and brings it back to school. If someone in a student?s pool tests 
positive, everyone else in the pool is also tested. Students and their families will only be notified if their 
test result is positive. 

The 2020-2021 school year has had three opening days. Each, under all their circumstances were 
successful, demonstrating  the hard work by adminstrators and teachers alike.



Scenes from the First Day Back



New School Addition             

By: Andrew P. and Ariel L.

When Oak Hill was first constructed in the early 1900s, there were about 400 

students attending the school. In 1987, a change was made to Oak Hill when the 

number of students increased to 614 students. This prompted the school to add 

another wing. Now in 2021, there are about 657 students attending, and next 

year Oak Hill is planning on having over 680 students, hence to need to expand 

again. This time with a 5000 square foot building, located on the west side of 

the school. ?The main issue [is] that the school?s enrollment is increasing from 

this year into next year. So we need more classrooms to accommodate all the 

extra new students!? said Dr. Harutunian.

The construction of the new addition began in the fall of 2020 and will continue 

until early September 2021. The construction is expected to  

end around the time school starts next year to possibly a 

week after, causing the construction schedule to be very 

tight. The Building Department at the City of Newton is in 

charge of the construction project, along with Consigli 

Construction who earned the right to lead the project. Dan 

Bradford is the architect, and the on-site project manager is 

Thomas Rooney.  He collaborates with Dr. Harutunian and 

Mr. Fleming often to go over the progress of the 

construction. NPS? Director of Planning, Project Management and Sustainability, Stephanie Gilman, also 

collaborates on the project.

In the new addition, there will be various rooms with different purposes, starting off with 3 large 

classrooms that are each about 900 square feet in size. A new 

requirement for classrooms is to have a sink space,making it 

easier for students to wash their hands. The use of these three 

classrooms hasn?t been assigned yet. The new fitness room in 

the addition will be slightly larger than the one in the past and 

it will be easily accessible from the gym.  Furthermore, there 

will also be two small offices added which will likely be used by 

guidance counselors or mental health clinicians. In addition, 

there will be two smaller group learning spaces.  There will 

also be about 50 new lockers. Finally, there will be two 

gender-neutral single bathrooms.

Dr. Harutunian hopes that adding this new addition will not only help the school with allowing more 

students to come but also to add more teacher support next year. The construction of the new edition 

has caused teachers near the site to relocate to other parts of the building. Both teachers and students 

have been very flexible and patient during this time. Once the construction is over it will be clear that it 

was worth the inconvenience and wait.



Positives of 2020/2021

By Kinaan, Kiran, and Sebastian
Many people thought that the coronavirus pandemic this past year should be something to forget, but 

there have been many positive moments that we can look back on and appreciate. 

Oak Hill Positives

Many Oak Hill teachers shared the same 

thoughts. They said that resiliency was a big 

positive. They talked about learning new ways 

to use technology.  Ms. Marks said ?Seeing my 

own resilience to teach a different way that is 

heavier on technology.?  Mr. Culter talked 

about ?learn[ing] lots of new technology?.  

Furthermore, teachers mentioned being able 

to use technology that they would not be able 

to use if it was a normal year. The Oak Hill 

teachers also saw the students adapting to 

online learning with Ms. Deschaines saying, ?my students have risen to the occasion, and demonstrated 

flexibility with the changing schedule and technology all the time?.  Sra. Sheen noted, ?I have seen the 

persistence of many of my students.  In less than ideal situations so many have persevered and shown 

dedication to learning.?  Teachers have seen students' hard work whether it was on zoom or in person.  

The creation of advisory was a positive as well according  to Ms. Marks. Sra. Sheen added, ?I appreciate 

the creation of Advisory.  I enjoy my Advisory, hearing their perspectives, playing games with them, and 

hopefully teaching them something along the way.?  So many Oak Hill teachers were proud of their own 

students and we were happy that they could try new things in these tough times.

National Positives           

During Covid 19 there were ups and downs, one success was the 

vaccines developed by Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson and Johnson. A lot 

of people were also excited about Disney+! "Hamilton" and "The 

"Mandalorian?" came out on Disney+ for free in 2020.    Many people 

tuned in to find almost all Disney movies on one site!  Additionally, due 

to everybody staying home there was  less pollution and  wildlife has 

been thriving.  

The last year has been hard for most, but looking back we 

should  remember some  of the positive things that has gotten 

us through.



The New Normal

By Neil A, Keefe Y, Tony W

With most students back to in person learning, people are wondering how adapt to the 

new normal and what protective measures should remain in place even after the majority 

of people have been vaccinated? Hand sanitizers and some safety measures like cleaning 

tables will remain to maintain school hygiene so that we can prevent the seasonal flu and 

other germs from spreading. We also know that precautionary measures like masks are 

here to stay. The school restructured the classrooms so there is at least 3 feet of distance 

between people. But even with the increase in the capacity of the classrooms, this is still 

insufficient to meet the needs so teachers who have been working hard to change the 

calendar.  For lunch, there are 5 lunch blocks that last 25 minutes each and all students 

will be 6 feet apart.

Students are excited to return full t ime, along with seeing their 

friends more often, which is something they have not been able to 

do ever since the pandemic started.  However, there are quite a few 

concerns about how the school would manage crowded hallways 

and dismissal, while also making sure that students do not contract 

COVID with so many people in the building at one time.  To keep 

hallways clear, the plan is for students to stay on  the right side of the so that there willbe 

no traffic jams, and only two-three people will be in the 

bathroom at one time. As for dismissal, those didn?t change, 

students will continue to do what they did during hybrid.

Although there are a few concerns, the pros of full in-person 

learning outweigh the cons. For example, full-time in-person 

learning let students interact more with their classmates and 

teachers. Moreover, students who returned to full in person would not have to be on an 

their computer for half the day, and have the distractions associated with being online. 

It has been a crazy year and with people getting vaccinated and COVID-19 transmission 

slowing down in Masachusetts. Opening schools feels like the right thing to do and it has  

helped students and teachers have a small sense of normalcy even with COVID still 

lingering around.



OHMS Garden Club

By Emma R. and Leonor C.

Remarkably, a garden with its luscious flowers and ripe 

foods such as tomatoes, strawberries, squash, watermelon 

(among others) nestling the front side of front Oak Hill has 

only been there for the last three years!

The idea for the garden first originated with the 6-2 Sixth 

grade team.  Mr. Butler, one of the two teachers in 6-2 and 

his students were involved in the  global goals project to 

help make the world a better place.  One of his student 's  

goals was related to climate change and the students in that 

group decided to take action and make a garden to raise 

awareness for their particular goal. Ever since then, Mr. 

Butler has advised the Garden Club which helps take care of our garden, and the fundraising to help get 

new plants every year. 

 Because  money to support  the Garden Club relies on  fundraising,  they have 

been selling are masks for $8 dollars each.  With this income, the garden club is 

able to get new supplies for next year and get more material to make masks.  

They also sell seed kits.  You can buy tomatoes, basil, squash or thyme and 

grow them yourself.

Since most of the students in the Garden Club are 8th graders, the club will be 

reduced to almost half of its members. This garden needs more people to join 

to assure that the club continues to "grow" and thrive. You can contact them at 

ohmsgarden@gmail.com if you would like to join. Meetings are on Mondays 

after school.

If you are interested in learning more you can also scan the QR code below or go to their website 

https://ohmsgarden.wixsite.com/mysite

Follow them also on : Instagram @ohms_gardenclub or Facebook @ohms garden club



March Book Madness

By Theo Y.

March means a lot of things. The beginning of spring and warmer 

weather. March also means the return of a competition: a competition 

where students get to determine the winners. What was this competition 

called? March Book Madness.

March Book Madness is an international reading competition that 

connects students to books they love. ?It?s a way to develop connections 

between readers, which is needed now more than ever,? said Ms. Stehle, 

the Oak Hill librarian. There are three brackets of books matched up 

against each other: picture book, middle grade, and YA.

Because of the coronavirus, it was harder for students to get books. Even so, Ms. Stehle has found many 

ways for students to get reading. ?Books are available through remote checkout and Sora,? said Ms. 

Stehle. She also explained that Oak Hill has a partnership with the Newton Free Library, which purchased 

many new ebooks and audiobooks that can be accessed through library. 

Voting for March Book Madness began on March 10th. Three Google forms were posted on the March 

Book Madness website, one for each bracket. ?You didn't even have to read all of the 

books [to vote],? said Ms. Stehle. ?You can cheer on an author that you like or a book 

your friend liked.? 6 days after voting, the winners were announced.

This year?s winners of March Book Madness were Pacho Nacho (for the picture book 

category), Lifeboat 12 (for the middle grade category), and Two Can 

Keep A Secret (for the YA category).

 While March Book Madness is an international competition, usually 

only English-speaking schools participate. However, this year was the 

first to have a school in Latin America participate!

 Ms. Stehle?s favorite middle grade book was Black Brother Black 

Brother, by Jewell Parker Rhodes, a novel that takes place right here in 

Newton, Massachusetts. ?It helps us examine our unintentional biases and how we can 

shatter those,? said Ms. Stehle.

 The YA pick was We Are Not From Here, by Jenny Torres Sanchez. ?[The book] tells the 

story of three Guatemalan kids trying to get to the US to start a better life,? Ms. Stehle 

explained.

 Finally, her favorite picture book was We Are Water Protectors by Carole Lindstrom, which won the 

Caldecott Medal. ?The book tells the story of an Ojibwe girl who fights against the Dakota Access 

Pipeline,? said Ms. Stehle.

The most important thing for students to know about March Book Madness is that it?s awesome to get 

involved. ?Even if you read only one book - that?s great!? Ms. Stehle said. ?It?s all about reading, connecting 

with others, and having fun!



8th Grade Moving On

By: Renee L.

For this year?s 8th grade class, there are only 

a handful of weeks left of middle school and 

after that just 2 months until they go to high 

school.  Most of the eighth graders are really 

excited about high school, but they are also 

a litt le nervous. 

One thing they are excited for in a high 

school is new more interesting classes and 

electives.  Up until now, classes have been all mandatory, and the closest thing 8th graders have gotten 

to picking classes are at the end of 5th grade picking their world language, and the beginning of 8th 

grade, ranking the FAAs. Now that they are going to high school, they can choose electives that they are 

interested in.  Another thing that is really exciting for the rising 9th graders is clubs, sports, and meeting 

new people.  Given the pandemic and all restrictions, sports have been hard to play, but nevertheless, 

middle school sports and high school are very different.  High school sports are bigger commitments and 

when things start to get serious.  As for clubs, although Oak Hill has a wide diversity of clubs, it can not be 

compared to the number of clubs offered in high school, with clubs ranging from Sports Debate Club, 

Bullet Journal Club to Geo-guesser Club, and Newton South Fishing Club. There is something for 

everyone, and hopefully, people find a club they like, and meet new friends on the way. 

Although those things are all great, there is always something that people dread. Almost everyone said 

they are least excited about the heavier workload.  Being more stressed about schoolwork and college 

acceptance, is another thing that people aren?t looking forward to in high school.   Finally, people said 

that trying to figure out the new schedule, and finding their way around the big school will just be a short 

lived fear. 

Teachers also shared their feelings about this year?s 8th-grade class, admiring their flexibility.  Art teacher  

Ms. Calhoun said, ?[this] 8th-grade class is a kind and creative bunch.?  And 8th grade English teacher Ms. 

Legare shared, ?They should be so proud of themselves for working their way through it all...whether it be 

behind a screen and or behind a mask.?  

Finally, due to the pandemic, this year?s 8th-grade class is probably wondering if there will be a step up 

day or a graduation/ moving on day, and it?s very exciting to say that there will be both.  Step Up day will 

be June 16th and Moving On  ceremonies will be  June 21st on the field at Newton South.  Given the 

pandemic, it?s been a hard year, but if students  have quesitons or concerns Dr. Bercaw assures them  

that all they need to do is just reach out, ?both before and after high school begins?



Change to Theater Club

By: Axl S.

Every year, Oak Hill normally presents three plays. But this 

past year and half, Covid changed that entire plan. But Oak 

Hill never gives up and the Theater Club has worked 

relentlessly to put together a play on their own. 

 Theater Club decided on a different way to organize their 

play this year. Instead of using a previously published  play, 

they designed their own play from the ground up.

The Play was put 

together in many steps, but was presented as a three step process. 

Step One: The first step was that the members of the theater club 

came up with a list of ideas for scenes. Ms. Colella collected and put 

them in a google list. After doing this, 

people chose what they wanted to do.  Ms. 

Colella would then make sure you got one 

of your three choices. 

Step Two: In step two, everyone began to put the scenes into action. People 

started by writing characters down, and then writing down narratives. They 

would conclude with editing and final touches. Then after doing that, they would 

continue to step three. 

Step Three: In step three, everyone got to see how others receive the scenes. You read out your scene as 

a group while everyone else is writing down their opinions about what you have created. After you 

finished, you take the constructive criticism from everyone and decide what to do with it. 

The school play this year was quite interesting and was more personal for everyone participating in it.



Young Newton North Alumna Runs for City Council

By: Anika T. and Ira S

This spring, activist and political organizer Madeline Ranalli, a 20 year old 

Newton native ran for the Ward 1 Newton City Council seat. 

 

Ranalli,  a lifelong Newton resident  began her activism at a young age.  Both 

of her parents were journalists, and she grew up around public service.  At a 

young age she wanted to make a difference, getting involved in the anti-gun 

violence movement March for Our Lives after the Parkland Florida school 

shooting.  She is a graduate of the Newton Public School system, where she 

first began raising awareness about causes like climate change, gender 

equality, and gun violence. Currently she attends Harvard University, 

studying government, public policy, and environmental science. She is also a 

political director for March For Our Lives Massachusetts, a youth-led gun 

violence prevention organization, and is a board member of the Massachusetts Coalition to Prevent Gun 

Violence. She also has prior political experience working in the office of Senator Ed Markey, and on the 

2020 presidential campaign of Senator Elizabeth Warren.

In an interview, Madeline answered questions about her campaign and experiences as a young activist. 

When asked what inspired her to run for a city council seat  she shared that young people don?t really have 

much representation in local politics, so issues that young people care about are often ignored. The advice  

she has for young people wanting to make a difference in the world is to "choose a cause or issue that you 

are passionate about, and GET INVOLVED! Join those working and making progress surrounding your issue 

of concern. A bigger group has more effect than just 1 person working alone. You?re never too young to 

make a difference. Whether it be small or big, don?t let adults tell you what specific kind of impact you can 

or cannot have. This generation will be the one to make the change, because it is needed. We are on a 

path that?s guided by hope and love. Don?t lose sight of the brighter future, climate change, racial justice, or 

youth advocacy. Don?t let older people push you around as you have a unique and important role and 

perspective as young people."

She acknowledged that her family and the Newton community have shaped her as a person and politically. 

Her parents raised her to be curious, ask why things are the way they are, and demand change. She says in 

a city like Newton that?s important because it?s easy for people to become comfortable and think their life 

is great. Newton has also given her access to valuable opportunities. She feels that she and her sisters 

have greatly benefited from things that Newton has provided for them - public schools, summer camps, 

and recreational activities. For her, running for office is a way of saying thank you. She also wants to help 

more people have access to the same opportunities she had. Although she did not win the election, it is 

fair to say that Ranalli has more ahead for her and Newton. 



Sleep

By Aleeza A, Laura Z, and Roaa B 

Sleep is something we all need, and without it would be 

hard to live. It is a time when your body lets go of the tension 

that has built up during the day.  During this time there are more 

parts of your brain that are active during sleep than when you?re 

awake. There are many things in our lives that affect our sleep, 

such as staying up late. A poll conducted by the Oak Hill Times 

showed that most of the students go to sleep at around 9:30 pm, 

and wake up between 6:00 am - 7:00 am.

Unfortunately, there are many things that hinder us from sleeping well. According to Oak Hill Health 

Teacher Ms. Gibson, in order to have a more comfortable sleep, it 's suggested that you avoid all 

electronics, caffeine, noise, and food at least an hour before sleep. For caffeine, avoid drinking it at least 6 

hours before bedtime (this includes coffee, tea, chocolate, soda, etc).  And as for food, try not to eat too 

close to your bedtime, since it can result in weight gain as well as making it more difficult to sleep. It?s also 

important to establish a good sleep routine. Try keeping your bedtime at the same time every day.  

Even academically, sleep can improve your performance if you get enough of it. Lack of sleep can induce 

loss of focus and concentration, which are key factors for doing well in school. Memory loss and poor 

decision-making can all result from a lack of sleep. Continuously not getting enough sleep can also raise 

the chances of getting conditions such as obesity, diabetes, 

cardiovascular disease, and depression. School is a big factor in 

reducing the amount of sleep time. Staying up is something 

that many students must do in order to finish their work. 

Additionally, students have to get up early 5 days of the week to 

get to school. These things are all harmful to having a healthy 

sleep schedule, so make sure to plan out your day 

appropriately. 

Some healthy habits that Ms. Gibson suggests to improve your 

sleep are by establishing a calm, pre-sleep routine that includes meditation, a bath or shower, or anything 

that calms you down. It is also recommended that you go to bed at the same time each night because 

you can't make up for lost sleep. On top of that, you should try to exercise daily especially earlier in the 

day, and spend more time outside. Eating nutritiously is also recommended. Avoiding naps that last too 

long is also a good idea, especially after 3:00 PM. 

It?s also suggested to keep your room dark at night 

and go to sleep when you are truly tired.

Having a regular sleep schedule, even during the 

weekends, is important. Doing so is shown to help 

maintain the timing of the body?s internal clock, in 

addition to helping you fall asleep and wake up 

easier. All in all, sleep is very important for your 

health and  even your mood.



Should There Be MCAS

By: Victor L.

MCAS, the Massachusetts Comprehensive 

Assessment System, the test that everyone 

must take. But is taking the MCAS during such a 

challenging school year really the best choice 

and option for the students? Do they even want 

to  take it? The reasons to skip this year  

including students dealing with poor wifi, 

experiencing financial struggle, as well as other 

pandemic related personal issues should  be 

enough to put it on hold. Right now this seems 

more important than  knowing where students 

are in learning, and seeing if the way material is being taught effectively. When asked,  the majority of 

students solidly responded NO to taking the test.  They felt that it would cause unnecessary stress.  One 

student responded, "I feel that we as students in a PANDEMIC already have a lot of stress on us and are 

just getting by as it is. I don't think it would be productive for our learning or mental heath to take the MCAS 

this year? . Another fear was that  it will reflect the student's knowledge gaps due to the unprecedented 

circumstances. Preparing for the MCAS is yet another obstacle for students.?.

Administrators like Oak Hil's Dr. Bercaw have the view that  ?MCAS this year will not be used as an 

accountability tool for schools. It will only help measure learning loss.? This means that the MCAS this 

year, instead of being used to see your grades, will be used to 

see what you need to learn and how much learning you lost. 

Acknowledging  the stress stress for students, he stated that he 

was worried about the stress as well, and said that, ?Students 

should simply try their best when taking MCAS--just as they do 

every day at Oak Hill.? In such unprecedented times it would be 

wise to make an exception this year and put MCAS aside.
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Calendar
Progress Repor t  Week 

05/10/2021- 05/14/2021

8t h Grade ELA MCAS

05/20/2021

6t h Grade ELA MCAS

05/21/2021

7t h Grade ELA MCAS

05/25/2021

6t h Grade Mat h MCAS

05/27/2021

Mem or ial Day 

05/31/2021

8t h Grade Mat h MCAS

06/01/2021

7t h Grade Mat h MCAS

06/03/2021

8t h Grade STE MCAS

06/07/2021

8t h Grade St ep Up Day

06/16/2021

8t h Grade Moving On

06/21/2021

Last  Day of  School

06/22/2021
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